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Vera was an American stage, film and television
actress active during the 1930s. Early life Vera was
born as Diana Gerardo in New York City, to an
Italian father, Francesco, and an Irish mother, Sarah.
She was the sister of the actor Angelo Gerardo. She
later moved to New Jersey and took her surname for
her acting career. Career Vera appeared in numerous
films and stage productions during her career. She
played the first major role of Francesca in the
original Broadway production of The Four Poster,
featuring actress Ethel Barrymore. She made her
Broadway debut in the 1926 hit The New Yorkers
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and appeared in Born to Beauty in 1928. Vera also
was a singer who performed in an act with her
brother. She was known as a soubrette to the theater
and was a particularly popular performer of musical
numbers. She sang in many Broadway productions,
including the hits, What Makes This World, such as
the song "Hot Night in the City," and Song of the
City. She also performed in a three-piece group with
her brother and actor Charles von Walters. Vera was
cast in the play The Great Gatsby in 1930, but after
the original production closed, the production was
presented Off-Broadway with a different cast
beginning in 1932 at the New Theatre. Film career
Vera had her biggest success with Vitagraph Studios
in the 1930s, appearing in such films as The Flying
Deuces. In 1931 she was voted a "king of
pantomime" and also was named "one of the most
popular leading ladies in Paramount and Goldwyn
pictures." She continued to make films including
Escape, the 1936 film version of Vinegar Joe. In the
late 1930s and early 1940s Vera was a close friend of
Hollywood star Gloria Jean who died in 1951. In the
late 1940s, Vera and her sister, actress Mary Ann
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Jackson, were working together on Broadway again.
Partial filmography The Garden of Eden (1930) as
Rosa The Scoundrel (1931) as English
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No-nonsense low-maintenance maintenance methods yield superb performance, and a set of three options to adjust torque
distribution from the factory is both cool and capable. Home | 200+937 Pins. Carbon GT Racing Wheel Driver Zip. 6.2K. We
are glad to announce the release of our new carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic wheel for the sSCARS Carbon GT, developed by
SpeedLink GT Tuning. Carbon GT Racing Wheel Driver ZipI’m sure that by now you have heard of the Ethereum communitydesigned token, or Ethereum Classic (ETC). Like Bitcoin (BTC), ETC is a cryptocurrency that aims to help revolutionize the
way we send money around the world. The differentiating aspect between the two is that the Ethereum network is run by its
users, so that it is not controlled by any single entity. As of right now, ETC is performing very strongly in the cryptocurrency
market, thanks to its smaller size and increased adoption. In fact, ETC is the #6 cryptocurrency as of the time of this article.
This is very big news for ETC, because this is the first time that an altcoin has achieved such a high market cap without actually
being developed by a large corporation. While some of the other altcoins are backed by large firms, ETC is backed by its
community. The Ethereum community is comprised of a myriad of decentralized apps (dApps) that are built on top of the
Ethereum Network. For those of you that are not familiar with dApps, think of apps and websites that are built on the
blockchain, but that are not controlled by a single company or entity. There are thousands of dApps on the Ethereum network,
and these run on the native tokens of the ETH network. Since the Ethereum Network is owned and run by its users, the
community can modify it as needed. So, the point of this article is to educate you on what exactly Ethereum Classic is, how it
works, and how you can invest in it. What is Ethereum Classic? Ethereum is a platform that enables developers to build
decentralized apps (dApps) without having to pay a third party to run or manage the network. As of now, Ethereum is the
second-largest cryptocurrency on the market, after Bitcoin. Ethereum is considered to be much more robust than Bitcoin,
because Ethereum is run by its community, rather than a company. For example, if Ethereum Network developers find a
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